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JU GMENT
MDRUHULAMIN,J: The appeals bY 1eave are against

the common judgment of the High Court Divi sion dated May

25,2003 in Writ Fetition Nos.3475, 3439 and 3480 of
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2002 making the Rules absolutu upon declaring the action
of the revenue levying VAT on the fees and commi.ssions
of the writ-petitioners who acted

Pre-shipmentas

Inspection Agencies to have been passed without 1awful

authority and of no legal effect.

In Writ Petition No.3475 of 2002 the writ-

petitioners impugned the Memo. being R8()T/AT 3

ART T d4/882(S-sa)dated 11.5.2002 of the National

Board of Revenue (NBR) communicating the decision to the

Televant authorities for realization of VAT treating the

Pre-shipment Inspection Agencies (PSI) (97T HR)as

TT RIE S 020.00 and the Memo. being i FR /o/ Tr
T /NRT /»d-R0o0 dated 25.6.2002 deducting VAT from Ehe

pending bi1l of the writ-petitioners and that aiso

expressing the intention to realize the arrear VAT from

the bills of the writ-petitioners. In Writ Petition

No. 3439 of 2002 writ-petitiners impugned the Memo.

being R7* 8(R)/3A s3/ 4/882(3-s4) dated

the NBR written to the authorities for11.5.2002 of

realization of the VAT from the fees and commissions of

the PSI Agencies and the Memo. being t RS()*
T8/ ( -S)/28 (SS)dated March 11, 2001 of the NBR to

the relevant authority communicating the decision for

20% iees andVAT @15% from therealization of

In Writ Petitioncommissions of the PSI Agencies

No.3480 o 2002 the writ-petitioners impugned the Memo.

being 7R S()/AT3GR T3/»/ss(-)dated



11.5.2002 o£ the NBR to the
concerned authorityfar

realization of the VAT from the fees and commissions oof
the PSI Agencies and the Memo. being () t
18/C(i-S)/28(SS)dated March 11, 2001 of the NBR to
the authorities for realization of VAT a15% Erom the
20% of the total fees and commissions of the PST
Agencies.

The Hi.gh Court Division has declared the aforesaid
Memos. of the NBR to have been passed without any 1awiul

authority and are of no legal effect and thereupon
further declared that the PSI Agencies "are not 1iable
to pay VAT" The High Court Division also directed the

authorities to efund the VAT already realiz ed frOm the

bills of the PSI Agencies.

The writ petitions were filed more or less with the

common contentions, that PSI Agencies were appointed by

the Government to render service outside Bangladesh and

rendered inbeing levyable for serv1cethat VAT

Bangladesh hence PST Agencies are not 1iable to be

charged with VAT for rendering service to the Governnent

outside Bangladesh, that there is no express provision

in the VAT Act, 1991 (Act No.22 of 1991) to levy VaT on

the service of the PSI Agencies, that PSI Agercies are

thewith VAT because ofnot 1iable to be charged

provision in the Second partof sub-section (1) of

section 3 of the VAT Act which provides that except

servicessecond schedule al1services mentioned in
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rendered within
Bangladesh are tobe charged with VAT,that in the con tract Signed between Che partics ..

Government of the People's Repub1ic of Bang1adosh and
the respective PSI Agencies there clear
stipulation to payment of

as
VAT the ervicesOn

rendering by the PSI Agencies and that PSI Order, 1999
and the VAT Act lack indicatiion as to charging of VAT on
the services rendered by the PSI Agencies and aS Such
charging of VAT on the fees and commission payable
against the services rendering by PSI Agencies is bad in

law, that the PSI Agencies rendered service to the
Customs or in other words to the Government and as such

not iable to be charged with VAT for the service so

rendered by the PSI Agencies, that PSI Agencies being an

agent of Government aS mentioned in paragraph 7, clause

Gha' of the Second Schedule o£ the VAT Act, the said

that PSI
agencY is not liable to be charged with VAT,

Agencies being the statutorY Agents of the Government

and the NBR, the same are ot required to pay vAT as

because service 1s Iendered to the Governnent. It has

lastly been contended that the settled principle of law

is that the fiscal law for charging a citizen with tax

and that folevy is to be construed strictlyor

saddling the citizen with te or levy placing reliance

on a particular law there must have clear legislative

intention in the said law to saddle the citizen with

levy or tax and that 1egislative intention for saddling

Citizen with tax or 1evY must be in clear andChe
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unamb guous 1anguage and n Case ot anguitythe
benefit of doubt wi11 go in favour ot the ul jac

Tn repe11ing the a£oresai.d contention of he t

petitioners twas contended Lrom the side of the
Revenue that n the contract igned atwesn the

Government and the PSI agencie thers clear 10ention

that PSI agencies would be required to pay al 1oca
taxes including VAT in respect of the income and protit
Ot the PSI agencies, that the service rendered by the

PSI agencies is not extra-territorial and that the PST

agencies render service in Bangladesh and submit bi11 to

Ehe authority in Bangladesh claiming fees and comni ssio
in terms of Taka and that the payment for the services

render by the PSI agencies is being Inade in Bangladesh

with the privilege of converti.ng 80% paynent intO

toreign currency and as such the fees and comni ssions of

the Pre-shipment Inspection Agencies as per provi.sion of

section 3 of the VAT Act is liable to be charged at 15%,

that in the Second Schedule of the VAT act PSI Agencies

have not been exempted Erom payment of VAT and as such

the said agencies are liable to pay VAT on the total

fees and comnissions as per povision of sections 4 and

5 of the VAT Act, that as per paragraphs 6 (ka) and (kha)

of the Second schedule of the VAT Act PSI Agency has not

been exempted from payment of VAT o in other words PSI

Agency has been excepted in clause 6(ka) and (kha) of

the Second Schedule and consequent thereupon the PSI

agent is chargeable with VAT.
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Te igh court Division upon obaervir that thesubmison ot he
arned Additional Eorney Generalthat as PSI Aganey has not been mentioned in the SecondSchedule of the VAT Act in the Second Schedul1e aervicesmentioned otherthen the services xepted are exemptedrom payment of VAT) and a uch the PSI Agency in1iable to pay VAT can not be accepted aince

acceptanceof the said submission would create anomaly, that therewas no
notitication to the effect that service of PSTAgent is vatable service, that PSI Agency performsitsprimaY service outside

Bangladesh and that the said
AgencY renders some services in Bangladesh but as thereis no clear cut demarcation as to quantity of service tobe rendered in

Bangladesh and outside Bangladesh and as
such in the absence of determination VAT can not be
levied, even if on certain part of the service VAT is
levyable, because of uncertainty and ambiguity, that
taking into consideration the provision of sections 3
and 5 of VAT Act and the provision of PSI Order, 1999 it

appears the legislature and its
delegation (NBR) have no

intention to levy VAT on the services of PSI Agency,
that the NBR as per provision of section 3(5) of the VAT

Act has not declared the service of PSI as vatable and

that in paragraph 7()of the Second Schedule of the VAT

Act it has not been nentioned that PSI Agent would not

De exempted frOm the payment of VAT Eor the service

renders by it, that in the explanation add to e RT
NBR unambiguoustermhas not

the
expressly or in



included service of PS Agency for evying VAT, that PSI
Agency and er R are not

SYnonymous andas such
both Can not be piaced on the same tooting in viewof
the 1egal terminology in the Customs Act and the PST

Order, that PSI Agency is not engaged in surveying the
goods and as such the PSI Agency is not includable in
the

organization ike and Ehat explanation
given by the NBR in relation to can legally
be not extended to the service rendered by the PSI

Agency

The background whereoof the writ petitions were
iled is that Government as per provision of section 254
of Ehe Customs Act, 1969 (inserted in the Customs Act by
the Finance Act of 16 of 1999 upon repealing section 25A

which was inserted by the Finance Act 11 oE 1994) as

well as in the light of the provisions of Ehe Pre-

shipment Inspection Order 1999 iavited tende

appointment of PSI Agency the purposse

verification and certification of the quality,

quantity, price description and customs classification

of any goods to be imported into Bangladesh". The writ

the aioresaidpetitioners' bids were accepted and or

entered into between the writ-Durpose contract was

petitioners and the Government between February 8 and 18

theentered into betweenof 2000. The Contact SO

Government and the respective PSI Agency was for 3 years

effective f om February 15, 2000. The writ-petitioners

in respect of the service rendered by them submitted
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bills and eceived payment for sOme time without
deduction of VAT On March 2001 NBR wrote to the
concern authorities for charging VAT @15% on the 20%
fees and COmmission of the PST

Agencyy. It may be
mentioned the NBR in support of their decision to levy
VAT the fees and

commission of the PSI2.gency,

On

categorized the same as 9119I IRZI. The PSI Agency took
exception to the aforesaid decision of the NBR and
thereupon the NBR by its letter dated May 21, 2001 wrote
to the PSI Agency as well as to the customs authorities,
that as the PSI Agency has taken exception to the
decision of the NBR for charging VAT On the fees and
COmmission of the PSI Agency thee matte is being
examined by the NER and that till the final decision is

being made payment may be made to the PSI Agency against
their pending bills upon obtaining undertaking from the

PSI Agency to the effect that in case iinal decision is

being made to the effect that iees and commission of PSI

Agency are chargeable with VAT, the PSI Agency would pay

the VAT on their fees and commission and thereupon the

PSL Agency upon giving undertaking received payment for

the services rendered by the time by them. Finally the

NER cancelled the Memos. i.e. Memo. dated March 11, 2001

and May 21, 2001 and made the decisi.on to charge VAT on

andfees and CommiSsion of the PSI Agencytne

Communicated the same to the concerned authoritieS DY

the Memo. dated May 11, 2002.
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Leave was obtained contendlng that the Hiqh Court
Division was in erro 1n ho.ding that the PSI Agencency
does not render servicesLn Bangiadesh and

thereupon
arriving at the Einding that the services renderea by
the PSI Agency are not covered by setion 3 of the VAT
Act, that serviceS rendered bY the PSI Agency is 1iable
to be charge with VAT as a Survey Agency (ua 71)
under the service code s020.00 of the VAT Act, 1991 and
as such in the factS and Circumstances of the case the
High Court Division was in error in holding otherwise
and thereupon makingg Rule absolute,

in the
that 1

paragraph 6 of the Schedule 2 of the VAT Act TR
having been clearly indicated as liable to VAT and as
such as it was not necessary for the National Board of
Revenue (NBR)to iSSue Gazette Notification to include
PSI Agency as one of the AgenCy 1iable to be charged
With VAT, the High Court Division was in inerror

holding that services rendered by PSI AgencY are not

vatable service since there was no notification by the
NBR as to that effectE.

The concept of verification and certification of

the goods imported in Bangladesh by Pre-shipment

Inspection Agency through thewas introduced in 1994

insertion of section 25A in the Customs Act, 1969 (the

Act). Provision of the said section was as follows:

25A. Notwithstanding anything contained

section of this Act thein any other

Government may, by notification in the official



Gazette, declare that the
quali ty, quantity,

pice and customs classiticati.on

verified and certified in the Prescr ibed nannsr
by an approvad Pre shipmant inopection agency
will be accepted as the basis tor assesanent"

This provision of aw was inserted at the instance

E the importer for the purpose of facilitating speedy

clearance of the imported goods. It may be mentioned

from the 1anguage oE the section itis seen that

acceptance oE the certiEicate issued by the pre-shipment

Inspection Agency was optional for the Customs Authority

and that the matter of getting imported goods verified

and certified by the pre-shipment Agency was not

compullsory. Lateon the Government by the Finance Act

No.16 of 1999 substituted the secti on 25A of the Customs

Act, 1969 and the substituted section 25A of the Customs

Act reads as:

25A. Pre-shipment inspection agencies and

assessment on the basis of their certificates-

(1) For the purposes of this ACt, the

Government may in the prescribed nanner

appoint pre-shipment inspection agencies and

determine the scopee and Inanner of their

certification and related matters.

(2) The Government may, by noti fication in

the official Gazette, declare that the quality,

quantity, price, description and Customs

classification of any goods verified and

certified in the prescribed manner by a pre-

shipment inspection agency sha1l be accepted as

the basis for assessment.

(3) of this section,For the purposes

price" means value of the goods deternined in
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accordance with sub-sections (1) and (2)ofsection 25.

Finance ACt Govenment also
And by the said

inserted in the Customs Act, 1969 section 25B and 25C
which are as follows:

25B. Mandatory pre-shipment Inspection.-It is mandatory for the importers to have their
importable goodsinspected by a

pre-shipmentt
inspection agency before or at the time of
shipment oE

thosegoodss on board a vessel,aircrait or other conveyance:
Provided that the Government Inay bYnotification in the official Gazette, exemptany class oE goods or any goods imported by anyclass Of

importers any goods imported
or

through a customs port or a customs Stat2on Oany area within such port or station from the
mandatory pre-shipment inspection.

25C.
Pre-shipment

inspection servicecharge.-TheGovernment may, by notification inthe official Gazette, 1mpose
pre-shipmentinspection service charge on imported goodsrequired to be

inspected by Pre-shipmentinspection agenCies at a rate not exceeding onepercent ofthe value of such goods and thischarge shall be collected as if it were
customs duty leviable under section 18 (1)".

At the time of execution of the contract between
the Government and the

Pre-shipment Inspection Agenciesthe above was the aw.

From the provision of the newly enacted section 25A
and 25B it is seen that certificate issued by the Pre-



shipment Inspectior geY WaB made 81 or ass szsnen

of customs du tiea aid other evie and that vGriieatLon

Inapection gencyby the Pre shipnent

compulsory or the nporter 1n rGpect o he gonds

imported. It may be mentioned under the provision of

section 25A as enacted in 1999 for the veritication of

the imported goods the Pre-uhipment Inupection hgency

was appointed by the Goverment

Keeping in view the object and Purpose of

inspection bY the Pre-shipment nspection Agency the

Government in the 1ight of the provision of section 25
of the Act by SRO No.316- Law/99/1807/Cus dated October

19, 1999 issued Pre-shipment Inspection Order, 1999

enabling the Government to appoint Pre-shipment

Inspection Agency and audit Agency, setting out the

function and responsibility of the said agencY, node of

issuance of certificate by the Pre-shipment Inspection

Agency and use of the certificate issued by the Pre-

shipment Inspection Agency, mode of payment of fees of

the Pre-shipment Inspection AgencY, etc. The Government

Eloated tender for the appointment of Pre- shipment

Inspection Agency on October 20, 1999. In pursuant to

theadvertisement the Respondent No.1 in the respective

appeals dropped its bid and the bid of the Respondent

No.1 of the respective appeaLs having been found

acceptable, the Government entered into contract with

the Respondent No.1 of the respective appeals between

8 of February 2000 and 18 of FebruarY, 2000. The



effective date of the contract sosigned the
respective Pre-shipment nspection Agency was 15 o
February and the period OE contract was £or 36 ontha.

In the tender document the bidder in its inancial

proposal was equired to include ali expenses includingg

the duties, fees,taxes levies and other chargS

imposed unde the applicable law of Bangladesh as on

01.10.1999 (1 day of October, 1999). In the agreement

entered into by the Government and the Respondent No.1

in the respective appeals clause 4 reads as:.Taxation: Al1 incOme and profits of
the second party accrued or derived by it and
under this contract shall be subject to all
local taxes including Value Added Tax, wher
applicable, Similarly import of all goods by
the second party shall be subject to payment of
all applicable duties, taxes and other charges
as are normaily appliable to import oE Sucha

goods".

It maY be mentioned prior to the signing of the

contract PSI Agency wrote on November 21 1999 to the

National Board oE Revenue seeking clarification as to

Payment of VAT with regard to the Mandatory PSI

Program". The National Board of Revenue in its tun by

the letter dated November 21, 1999 wrote to the PSI

Agency as follows:

Dear Sit

With reference to the above noted letter

the undersigned is directed to inforn you that

15% VAT is applicable on the charge, commissiOn

or iees received by the PSI service renderer as
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per VAT Act 1991. You are
reuested tocontract the Income TaX Wing Of NR

regardingIncome Tax matter".

After the signing Of the contract as stated
hereinbefore PSI Agency for the service rendered
submitted bill and the authority made payment for some
time without deducting VAT. On March 11, 2001 NBR wrote
to the Internal Resources Division of the Ministry of
Finance about the realization of VAT and income tax from
the bill submitted by the Pre-shipment Inspection Agenccy
and communi.cated the copy thereof to the respecEive Pre-
shipment Inspection Agency i.e. Respondent No.1 in the

respective appeals. The contents of the letter runs as:

2TATOTS

aTTIR (Procurement Provider) TRR S

CERT o8TA PSI RTtuI7R AA eRTUT
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The PsI Agency took exception to the aforesad

decision of the NBR. Thereupon the NBR by the 1etter

dated 21.5.2001 informed the PSI Agency and the other

authorities that the matter of payment of VAT by the PSI

Agency on their fees or commi ssion is under

examination and the contents of the latter reads as:

R pending TCEqR RU -U RVTGff

In the light of the aforesaid letter the authority

paid the fees or commi ssion of the PS Agencies on their

Eurnishing undertaking for payment of VAT in case of

Einal decision that VAT isto be paid by the PSI

2002Agencies. The NBR by its letter dated May 11

communicatedto the Commissioner of Customs house and

Comnissioner of Customs Excise and vAT about the

cancellation of the letter dated .3.20011 and

25.2001. The contents of the aforesaid letter dated

May 11, 2002 reads as:
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It may be mentioned the NBR made the £inal decision

to realize VAT fom the fees or commission payable to

Ehe PSI Agency treating the said Agency in the category

of RT" under the service code S020.00 of the VAT

Act. Above was the background in whichthe wzit

petitions were filed by the PSI Agencies .

Section 3 of the VAT Act, 1991 (Act No.22 of 1991)

is the charging section i.e. 1evying of VAT on the

services rendered except the services mentioned in the

schedule 2. Provision of sub-section 1 of section 3 of

the VAT Act, which was the law on the date of signing of

Ehe contract, as follows:

and lateron because of the amendment in Ju-y 2000

the provision of sub section 1 of section 3 of the VAT

Act stood as follows
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And the entries in paragraph Nos.6(3), (3)as well as

7 (T) of the second Schedule o£ the Act as per provision

of sub -section 1 of section 3 of the VAT AcE stood as

followS:

CBf ATA, CR, C Ta TR,

aT7,

(Othe entries in the said two paragraphs are not

relevant for the purpose of disposing of the appeals).

The NBR has directed the authorities to levy VAT on

the fees Or commi ssion of the PSI Agency categorizing

the said Agency as TII TR". T FR"was in the

Schedule of the Act from the very inception thereof as

an Organization on which VAT was levyable. T R" on

the date of signing of the contract as an organization

Levyable with VAT was as foiiows:
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TAAT C5- SoRO.0o

The contention of the appellants was that the

services render by the PSI Agencies is very nuch of the

kind of the services render by the wTA ARZ" and as

such the NBR has quite legally directed the relevant

authority to levy VAT On the fees or commission received

by the AgencY against the service renders bY the Agency.

PS against the aforesaid contention of the

appellants Ehe Respondents' contention was Ehat PSI

Agency does not survey the goods nor inspect the goods,

and the PSI Agency only verify the gods to be imported

in Bangladesh and issue certificate in respect of thhe

goods verified and the PSI Agency does not render

service in Bangladesh, zather the Agency renders service

outside Bangladesh i.e. in the country wherefrom the

goods imported into Bangladesh and issue certificate in

the country wherefrom goods imported.

The learned Counsel for the appellants submitted

Chat services of PSI Agency is very much 1ike that oo

and that the
the service renders by the

Agency initiats its service in Bangladesh and that to

g1ve completeness to its service the AgencY
also TenderTs
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carvice outside the Country i.e the Country wherefrom

goods impoted.

The learned Counsel £or the appell.ants has

submitted that "sTTAiR"was vatable since inception of

the VAT Act andas the sevice of PSI Agerncy is 1ike

that of the U R"the service of the PSI Agency is

very much vatable. It has also been submitted by the

1earned Counsel that before PSI order the PS Agency had

no responsibility as to the certi ficate issued or in

other words service rendered by .t but with the

promulgation of PSI Order the PSI Agency became 1iable

for the seIvices it render. He continued that as at the

beginning i.e. in 1994 there was no existence of PSI

Agency in Bangladesh as such the service ofE the same was

not vatable but when the PSI Agency in the 1ight of the

provi sion ot PSI Order, 999Started rendering service

and that the service sO rendered as is very much of the

Kind of the service rendered by the 7R" the

service of the PSI Agency became vatable. The 1learned

Counsel for the appellant to substantiate his contention

that PSI Agency initiates its service in Bangladesh has

referred to clause of Article 5 of the PSI Order,

(5) (55),() of clause 7 of the PSI Order and clause 9

of the PSI Order. It has been argued by the learned

Counsel £or the appellants that the High Court Division

was WTOng in relying on paragraph 7() of the second

Schedule oE the VAT Act since is as residualsame
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whilethereis specific paragraph i.eparagraph

paragraph 6 () and () and the same clearly indicates

that serviCe of the wu RYT" s vatable and as such

servicce rendered by the PSI being 1ike that of the

service rendered bY the T1 iR the sane was and is

vatable. The learned Counsel continued that the High

Court Division was not correct in observing that there

was no notification specifing that service of PSI order

is vatable since there is specific provision in the

second Schedule of the VAT Act that services of the

Organi zation which are like that of the T TRT" are

vatable.

The learned Counsel Mr. Md. Salah Uddin Ahmed for

the Respondent Nos.1 and 2 in Civil Appeal No. 287 of

2003 submitted that sole question in the appeals is

whether PSI Agency renders service in Bangladesh and

that whether service renders by PSI Agency is vatable.

The learned Counsel continued that PSI Agency is

supposed to perform itS function in the abroad and that

the nature of the function of the PST Agency explicitly

are to beshows that functions of the PST Agency

functions to beperiormed in the abroad,that the

performed by the PSI Agency as mentioned in the contract

are to be performed in the abroad. The learned Counsel

ererring to the expression RTCTC 7 as in sub-

Section 1 of section 3 of the VAT Act subnitted that the

same CiearlY specified for what service VAT is to be



aharged. it has also been contendad that PSI Agency is

not the R and that even i orargument's sake

PST Ageney 3 onaidared as R,n that case

alao PSI Agency can not be charged with VAT since the

Agengy encders erviCa ou t.side Bangadesh and does not

rende any servicein Bangladesh.It has also been

contended by the learned Counsel upon referring to the

expression RITCHTtG"as insub-section 1 of section

3 of the VAT Act and to the word yTI U" as in the

UTIT to " R" that the same clearly show that when

an Organization renders service in Bangladesh then the

service ofthe said Organization, say UT R", is

vatable but PSI Agency does not render service in

Bangladesh and as such the service of the said Agency

can not be egual with the service of the "R Eor

the purpose of levying VAT Or charging VAT. The learned

Counsel continued that provision of section 3 (1) of the

Act is not attracted for charging the service rendered

by the PSI Agency because of the fact the said Agency

rendes service abroad and that by no stretch of

imagination the service renders by the PSI Agency can be

Consider to have been rendered in Bangladesh. The

1earned Counsel has referred to clause (3) of Article 2

of the PSI Order as wel1 as clause () of Ehe said

Article. He has also referred to ()as well as ()of

Article 5 of the PSI Order anda thereupon emphasised that

no service is rendered by the PSI Agency in Bangladesh
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nd that the Loca OtTice of the PSI Agency acts as

Dost office and that whatever the minor acts are

performed by the local orEice oE the PSI Agency prior to

the submissionof thereport those are of SO

insignificant nature that the same can not be considered

substantial serv1ce renders by the PSI Agency. It has

been submitted on behalE of. the Respondents that there

was no statutorY provision in the VAT Act, 1991 or

elsewhere that the service of PSI Agency will be liable

to VAT and that there is nothing in the contract or in

the PSI Oder,* 1999 that Ehe service of the PSI Agency

would be charged with VAT.It has also been contended

that to charge a citizen with the tax or levy tEhere must

have clea intention of the legislaturein the

legislation the basis ofon which legislation the

citizen is charged witth taxes or levies and that in the

1egislation there must have specific and clear mention

that the serviceofspecific kind renders by an

Organization irrespective of the matter whether service

is rendered in Bangladesh or outside Bangladesh is

chargeable with VAT. It has also been contended that a

fiscal statute is to be construed having regard to the

strict letter of the 1aw and not merely to the sprit o

the statute or the substance of the law. In connection

with the aforesaid submission the learned Counsel has

referred to the case of Oriental Bank Corporation vs.

Henry B. Wright, 1980 Appeal Cases Vol. V (PC) 842, Megh

aj Vs. Ruchand Uttanm Chand, AIR 1946 Lahore, 280(FB
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MrE omtaz Begun Vs. Taxim OEEicez epozted in LD
1969, Dhaka, 803 and the case c£ A.v. Fernandez Ve.

State of Kerala, AIR 1957 SC, 557. Suffice it Eo say the

1aw is O settled that £iscal tatute is to e
construed stzictly and that in case o any arbiguity, as

to the intention of the 1egislature, the benefit hereo
would go to the subject or citizen.

In Civil Appeal No.287 of 2003 for the RespondenE

Nos.1 and 2 Dr. Kamal Hossain alsomade subaissions.

has been submitted by the learned Counsel hat he
Government has challenged part o£ the judgment Or i
other words Government has not challenged part of ehe

judgment and as such the finding of the HighCourt
Division thatE PSI Agency is appointed by the Governnent

to verify and certify the quality, quantity, pzice

description and custom.s classi fication oE iportable

goods and issue certificate in the foreign territory

Erom where the goods imported into Bangladesh and it
the issuance of the certificate primary duty o he PS

Agency is fully performed, that although the agent oE

the PSI Agency has represented its principal within the

territory of Bangladesh and the representative has its

office in Bangladesh and that the said representative

does some ancillary job in connection with the release

of the goods imported as certified, but to what 1ength

the local Agency is rendering sezvice in 3argladesh ha
emains undetermined, that the contention O theearned

dditional Attorney General that since PSI Agency dces
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not £ind its place Ehe exciusionarY Second Schedule

tis 1iable to paY VAT 1 Such contention is accepted

plainly that will Create great anonaly and would 1ead to

absurdity since therebY Person supplying chicken to

wedding reception a ickshaw puller rendering services

to the paSsengers and the tiny boy who is carrying

Eishes, vegetables and other goods from the ki tchen

market to the purchaser's kitchen will come under the

VAT area and in that case there would be a situation as
to who is to pay VAT to what extent whom to pay VAT" and

that there Can not be any such unguided legislation"

and as such the legislative device and policy as adopted

and has been indicated in sub -section 5 of section 3 of

the VAT Act is that the Board, in orde to #ulfill the

objectts of the section in the public interest bY

notification in the official gazette shall declare the

vatable goods and class of goods as vatable goods and

the Board also in order to determine the periphery of

vatable services can give explanation, that the Board of

Revenue has not by any Gazette Notification declared the

PSI Agency's serviceas vatable service remains

unchallenged. The learned Counsel has subnitted that

there was no legislation for charging VAT in respect o
Ehe services rendered by the Agency and that Tax can not

be imposed by silence and exclusion and that if VAT was

equired to be paid by PSI Agency then there wouid have

(Taxation) wherce
expres sion in clauseeno

aPpILcable", that in the facts and circumstances ot the
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Case it is evident tnat VAT was not 1evyable on the

services redered DY PS Agency and that the NR was in

uncertainty about Levying of VAT on the services of PSI

Agency and in that uncertainty the NBR Wrote letter to

the concerned Autheri tY that VAT would be levyable at

the rate of 15% on the 20% of Ehe Tender value but

lateron cancelled that lette without assigning any

reason and that thereafter on May 11, 2002 cancelled the

letter dated March 11 2001 and Comnunicated the

unreasonable decision to the relevant authority that VAT

wouldbe levyable on the serviceof PSI Agencythe

taking thesamein the category of I TRR under the

service Code No.s020.00, that Tax can be levied and

collected in the 1ight of the provision as in Article 83

of the Constitution i.e. only the basis ofon

legislation made by the Parliament and tthat as there is

no legislation authorizing the Tax collecting authority

to charge VAT on the service of the PSI Agency the

action of the revenue charging VAT on the service of the

PSI Agency is not legalLy sustainable, that no leave haas

been obtained in respect of the findings and decision

nade by the High Court Division to the effect that

acceptance of contention of the learned Additional

Attorney General plainly since PSI Agency does not find

its place in the exclusionary Second Schedule the said

AgencY is iable to pay VAT, will create great anomaiy

aid wOuld 1ead to absurdity and that also would ead to

uncertain position as to who is to pay VAT to what
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axtend whom to pay VA and that there can not be any

such unguided egi.sLatiOn, that Legislative pol.i.cy has

heen indicated in sub section 5 of section 3 of the VAT

Act authorizing the NBR to Inake official Gazette

Notification declaring the vatable goods and claso of

ob as vatable and that alsO empowering the NBR to givve

explanation for the purpose of deternining the Periphery

of vatable services, that VAT is not Income Tax nor the

same is the substitute of sale Tax, that it is not seen

irom the petition for leave to appeal and the leave

granting order in what respect High Court Division was

Wrong in holding that learned Additional Attorney

General was not correct in contending that as PSI Agency

does not iind place in the exclusionary Second Schedule,

the same is 1iable to VAT, since acceptance of the said

contention would create great anomaly and also would

Lead to absurdity as because thereby supplier of chicken

to weeding reception, rickshaw pullar, the hawkers

selling vegetables and the boy carrying the vegetables

and other articles purchased in the kitchen market to

the purchasers home would be brought within the net of

VAT and in the said situation the position would be

such as to who is to pay VAT to what extend whom to pay

VAT and as such there can not be any such unguided

egislation and that sub- section 5 of section 3 OE the

VAT Act has authorized the NBR to make notification 1

the public interest for obtaining the objectof the

PTOVision of law relating to VAT declaring which goods
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vatable and what class of goods would be vatable andare

that also authorized the NBR to determine the periphery

of vatable services.

The 1earned Counsel has submitted that in the

background of the decision made by the High Court

Division to that in the absence oE Gazetteas

Notification specifying that the service of Ehe PSI

Agency is vatable, the authority was not competent to

charge VAT on the service rendered by PSI Agency, the

appellants have made the contention in a very narrow

compass i.e. whether PST AgencY is in the exclusionary

service mentioned in the Second Schedule and as to

whether the PSI Agency. isT RT and that the said

argument has been made without looking to the provision

of sub-section 5 of section 3, that in the absence of

specific and defini te description which particular

considered as that iservice is to be and

particular service is considered as AT then how the

service so rendered is to be vated there can not be levy

of VAT. The learned Counsel has subnitted that the

action of the NBR canceling its earlier notification

i.e. notification dated March 11, 2001 whereby NBR

directed the authorities to levy 15% VAT on the 20% Of

the tender value of the PSI Agency and thereupon issuinag

fresh notification charging VAT on the fees orLOL

PSI Agency waS arbitray and theCOmmissionOf the

action of the NBR as manifests unguided power to make

nOtitication is not sustainable in law or 1n othe WOrds
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bad in 1aw, that reading aw rel.ating to VAT it is seen

that legislature has never intended to give unguided

pOwer to the NBR to issue notificattion 1evying VAT On

the service rendered by a particular Agency or body and

that it is the settled principle of 1aw that

particular legislation giving unguided power

subordinate Agency to levy Tax is a bad legislation and

not sustainable in law, that there is no guideline for

the NBR to determine amount of VAT 1evyable on the

of the PST Agencyservice and that there is 2o
notification by the NER that the service of the PSI

AgencY would be levyable with VAT, that 1aw provides for

Notification authorizing the NBR determineto the

periphery of the services chargeable wi th VAT keeping in

view the public interest or in other words explicitly

showing that particular kind of service would be subject

to VAT.

The learned Counsel has referred to the case of

Haji Ghulam Zamin and Abul Hossain Vs. A.B. Khondkar and

others reported in 16 DLR,486 for the purpose of

showing that delegation of power by the legislature to

the subordinate Agency how much permissive and in the

reported case it has been observed Delegation by the

Legislature is permitted within prescribed 1imits in

order to execute the 1egislative norms and provisions

that have been enacted. Legislation being the

exclusive function of theLegislature, it cannot

after havingabdicate such function; the Legislature



enunciated the essential legislativeprinciplesand
tandards, is, hOwever entitied to delegate to outside

agencies such func tions which are ssential to a
effective exercise ot the LegisLative power with which

t has been endowed by the Consti.tution the

Legislature, hoWever, Cannot efface itself and delegate

all its functions to an extaneous agency

Thus ailure to enact standards for guidance has

been equated to transference of essential legislative

function".

It has als0 been contended by the learned CounseL

that the notification of the NBR dated 11.5.2002 i.e.

the notification by which the earlier two notifications

dated March 11, 2001 and MaY 21, 2001 were cancelled and

thereupon directing the concerned authorities to levy

VAT on the tees or Commission of the PSI AgencyY

considering the said Agency as 97 T under the R
S020.00 arbitrary since in the saidCOde was

notification there is no reference of the Rule or SRO/

circular the basis whereof the said notice wason

issued, that if the VAT Act is considered as authorizing

the NBR to treat any service whatsoever other than the

services expressy excluded by the Second Schedule to be

VAT-able then the VAT Act would in effect be providing

unguided delegation by conferring on the NBR power to

than those
under the earth, other

treat any service

exciuded, as VAT-able and such unguided delegation
is

that VAT Can be charged in

not permissible in aw
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espect of the serVice oT a partieular Agency when there

S a notification unde Sect1on 35) of the VAT Act and

that by such notitication periphery of the VAT service

is Eixed, that charging of VAT on the fees or commission

of the PST Agency is not sustainable in 1law since no

Rule has been framed in that regard or no SRO has been

issued relatiny to the matter of charging VAT on the

service of PSI Agency, that a proper cons truction of the

Second Schedule would show that PSI Agency should be

treated as being part of the entities appointed by

Government as described in the Second Schedule in

paragraph 7 (gha) that as VAT 1s an indirect tax, as

such entities from which Governnent receives services

are not vatable as otherwise the effect would be that

the Governnment would collect VAT from the end users and

reimburse the service provider.

It is relevant in the background of the submission

of the learned Counsel Inade upon referring to the

provision of secti.on 3 (5) of the VAT A.ct to put the same

on the record for the purpose of seeing the relevancy of

the said provision in the background of the facts and

Circumstances of the case as well1 as to consider

soundness of the submission factually. The provision of

section 3 (5) of the VAT Act reads as:

CTCETTG 2sron ara-
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() TNI TCT,fA -41acT ,a1

In Civil Appeal No.288 of 2003 submissionshaye

been made by Mr. Rokonuddin Mahmud as well

Khandker Mahbubuddin Ahmed for the Respondent Nos.1 and

2

It has been submitted by Mr. Rokonuddin Mahmud that

by the provision of section 25A 0f the Customs Act

Government has not been authorized to appoint PSI Agency

to survey the goods to be imported but PSI Agency has

been appointed to verify the goods to be imported and to

issue certificate as to the quality, quantity, price,

description and Customs classification of the goods

verified, that function of the PSI Agency is limited to

the provision of section 25A (2) of the Customs Act i.e.

verification of the quality, guanti ty, price,

description and customs classification of the goods to

be imported in Bangladesh and to issue certificate, that

and under thein the background of such veriiication

provision of the law certificate so issued by the PSI

Agency shalL be accepted as the basis tor assessment"

e. assessment oE customs duties, that as per provisiona

of section 25B of the Customs Act it is mandatory EOr

the Lmporters to have their importabie goods inspectted

by Pre-shipment Inspection Agency before or at the time

OT shipment of those goods on vessel, aircratt or any

Other Conveyance and thus the function whatever the PS

* C DertOrms
is per formed

outside Bangladesh,
that
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PSI Agency per Eorms ts function as per provision of PST

Order and that Pre-Shipment Inspection Agency as defined

in section 2 (gg Ot the CustOms ACt means any persopn

appointed under section 25A of the Customs Act as a Pre-

shipment Inspection Agency and include a representative

of that person, that in the 1etter inviting offer from

Pre-shipment Inspection Agency the aim of thethe

program�ne was mentioned verification of genuineness o

importer, inport authorization etc. and that PSI Agency

shall render service in accordance with the provision of

PSI Order, 1999 and that matters relating to Taxes and

1evies shall be governed as per provision o£ law as on

October 1 of 1999, that as per terms of reference as was

in the tender document the function of the PSI Agency

1imited to checking oE description, quality, quantity

classification and verification of the correc tness of

value of all imports prior to shipment including the

endorsement of invoice and the packing 1ist in the

nanner as provided in Pre-shipment Order, 1999 and to

issue certificate and that PSI Agency was also required

to veri fy genuineness of letter of credit etc. and that

during the inspection the PSI Agency shal1 inspect the

goods for issuance Certificate in the CountIY

shipment, that PSI Agency renders its service in abroad

and not in Bangladesh and as such VAT is not LevYable on

Che ees or commission of the PsI Agency, that Writ

petitioner No.2 i.e. Bureau Verites (BIVAC) Bangladesh

Ca. .s the subsidiary of the writ petitioner No. 1 i.e.



BIVACInterventiobn S.A. Bureau Veri ties Goup,that
1ause 14 ot PSJOrdar prescribed the minimum fees foor

the specifiC tunction of che PSI Agency and Clause

14 (ka) of the PSI Order provides the mode of payment of

bill submitted bY the PSI AgencY and that 80% of thee

total fees Commission 1s converted intoOr
foreign

currency as per sub-clause 5 Of Clause 14 of the Pre-

shipment Order, that as per provision of section 3 of

the VAT Act, VAT is levyable in respect of the service

as mentioned in the Schedule while the same is rendered

in Bangladesh and as the PSI Agency does not render any

service in Bangladesh the fees or comnission oE the PSI

Agency is not vatable, that as per clause ()
paragaph 7 of the Schedule 2 of the VAT Act PSI Agency

is not required to pay VAT since the PSI Agency works

for the Govenmentt and renders serv1ce theto

Government, that in section 3 of the VAT Act it has been

clearlY nentined that the service mentioned in the

Second Schedule is not vatable, that because Of the

nature of the sevice renderS by the PSI Agency the same

Comes Within the class of service mentioned in clause)0£ Paragraphg 7 in the Second Schedule sincePSI

AgencY renders service to the Government, that PSI

gency does not render personalized service and as such

Che same does not come in the exclusionary category of

services mentioned in paragraph 6 of the Second

Schedule, that there is lack of certainty as to amount

on which VAT is to be pai.d in case service ofE the PST
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eney becomas vatable that as per sub-clause () and

s)oE clause 5 Ot the PSI order, the PSI P.gency is

required to render its service
respect

wwyT- UU" and as such it is evident that the PST

Agency is equiIed to render service outs ide Bangladesh

and that being sO Eees or commission of the PSI agency

is not vatable, that PSI Agency has been appointed for

inspection of importable goods and not for imported

goods and conseguentiY as the PST Agency has no

ooccasion to render service inside Bangladesh, the

service renders by the said Agency not vatable. The

learned Counsel in summing up his submissions submi tted

that as per provision of section 3 of Ehe VAT Act in thne

Case ot service rendered Bangladesh byin an

organization the said Organi zation for the rendered

service isrequired to pay 158 VAT but as PSI Agency

does not render any service in Bangladesh it is not

required to pay VAT On its fees or commi ssion at the

ate as mentioned in section 3 of the VAT Act, that

services except in exclusionary 1ist mentioned in

Schedule 2 of the VAT Act are not vatable and that

service renders by the PSI Agency being one of the class

o the services as mentioned in clause)of paragraph

Of Ehe Second Schedule, the PSI Agency is not required

to pay VAT on the fees or commission payable for the

Services rendered, that PSI Agency does nt render o

Perrorm any of the works done by the TR that
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t.he services to be rendered by Ps1 Ageney specifically

have been mentioned in the PSI Order,1999, that the

sarvices render by PSI Agency are in no way of the kind

of services rendor by 0 RUT that PSI Agency has

baen appointed by the Governmont as per provision of

section 25A of tha Customs Act, Ehat for the purpose of

deternination whether PSI Agency is R Or not t
s to be read with reference to service renders by PSI

Agency and UTTN TRT and that on careful reading of the

kind o sevice renders by the PsI Agency and the t1

R the services render by the PSI Agency can .o way

be considered 1ike that of the services ofthe

R and as such fees or commission of the PSI Agencey

s not vatable considering the PSI Agency as RRT
Khondker Manbubuddin Ahmed has submitted that

neither n the peti tion £or leave to appeal nor in the

leave granting order any point has been raised that the

High Court Division was wrong in disposing of the point

raised in the writ petition and that there is also no

contention £rom the side of the appellants that point

raised by the writ-petitioner-Respondents before the

High Court Division was wrongly answered by the said

Divisicn. The learned Counsel upon referring to the

CLause 4 Taxation of the Contract, which runs aS

4. Taxation: All income and profits oE

TiE SECOND PARTY accrued or derived by it and

under this contract sha11 be subject to all

Local taxes including Value Added Tax,wiere
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applicable. Similarly import of all goods by
THE SECOND PARTY shall be subject to payment of
all applicable duties, taxes and o ther charges
as are normally applicable to import oE Such

goods"

submitted that contract entered into between the

PSI Agency and the Government clearly shows that PSI

Agency shalL not be liable to pay VAT The learned

Counsel upon referring to the provision of section 3 of

the VAT Act, particulariy putting emphasis on the words

MCT UTATRE CTAT TARTSE TRTTTTi 2TG AIU*" and

to the clause of paragraph 7of the econd Schedule

submitted that PSI Agency was not required to pay VAT

Since the said Agency does not render sevice in

Bangladesh and that service as renders by the PSI Agency
the same is rendered to the Government The learned

Counsel upon referring to the entries in paragraph 6 ofE

the Second Schedule submits that when an individual

renders service styling itself as firm then the said

flrm 1S chargeable with VAT, but when the service

mentioned in paragraph6 ofthe Second Schedule is

rendered by an individual, he is not reguired to pay

VAT The aforesaid submission has been made in the

context of entries inthe paragraph 6of the Second

Schedule as regard the organization eriiR within the

Periphery of which PSI Agency has been brought in and

nereupon service rendered by the PSI Agency nas been

maae vatable. The learned Counsel upon referring to the

CLause () of paragraph 7 of the Second Schedule of the



and to the provision of 3ect.on 2(gVATAct

definition of Pre-shipment Inspection Agency, in the

customs Act subma tted that when the said provisions are

read together then the same imply that PSI Agency acts

for Government and as such not chargeable with VAT. It

has also been submitted upon referring to the T as

has been inserted in the light of the provision of sub-

section 5 of secti on 3 of the VAT Act to the rf R
that the definition or explanation so given by inserting

the said URST is not consistenmt with the definition of

PSI Agency as given in section 2 (gg) of the Customs Act

that NBR through the notification is not authorized to

explanation to the IR and1nsert

thereby in bring PSI Agency within paragraph 6 Of the

Second Schedule of the VAT Act and taking out PSI Agency

from paragraph 7() of the Second Schedule. The learned

Counsel has empathically submitted that the explanation

added to thee iRRT by the notification issued by

the NBR is wrong and illegal since the said explanation

has been inserted to the Bi RT only to extend

periphery of VAT and that by the said wrong exxplanation

NBR has intended to bring PSI Agency within the net oE

VAT The learned Counsel also submitted that PSI Agency

does not perform any work of inspection in Bangladesh

under the 1aw and that by inserting wrong expLanation OT

to the 7A HR thae NBRis legally not

within the net of
authorized to bring the PSI Agency
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VAT that by Legal fiction service rendered by PS
Cency outside Bangladesh can not be considered to have

been done in Bangiadesh, that High Court Division in

making the decision that the PSI Agency is not vatable

has not committed any wrong, that 1aw does not empower

the NBR to give UT to a particular entry in the

Schedule the VAT Act and thereupon Eo bring

particular service within the net of VAT which is

otherwise not vatablee.

Mr. Rafique-ul-Hug, the learned Counsel for thhe

Respondent Nos.1 and 2 in Civil Appeal No.289 of 2003

has submitted that the contract entered into between the

Government and the PSI Agency is astatutory Contract
and that PSI Agency has been appointed bY the Government
for rendering the service which the Government was to

render and as such service rendered by the PSI Agency is
the service rendered to the Government. In support of

the aforesaid contention Ehe 1earned Counsel has

referred to the Second paragraph of the contract which

reads as follows"Whereas the first partY desires to

appoint the second partY as Pre-shipment Inspection

AgencY to provide Pre-shipment Inspection

Services hereinafter referred to as "PSI Services") in

Tespect ofverification and certification of quality,

quantity, description, A.S. Code classification and

vaiuation of goods, prior to their shipment Eor thhe

importation into Bangladesh "The earned
Counsel

reteTing the PSI services e.upoii to
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verification and certiEication of qualitY, guantity

description .S Code Clasification and va1uation of

goods prior to their shipment for the importation into

Bangladesh submits that PSI Agency renders service

outside Bangladesh and Ehat the service so rendersby

the PSI Agency iS being rendered to the Governnent and

as such in the light of the entries in paragraph 7 (3) o

the Second Schedule of the VAT Act, the service renders

DY the PsT Agency has been excluded Erom VAT. The

learned Counsel upon referring to the clause 4-Taxation

clause of the Contract document submitted that Language

of the said clause clearly shows that VAT was not

applicable in respect of the service rendered by PSI

Agency and in connection with Ehe aforesaid submission

the 1earned Counsel has also referred to the section 6

and the Second Schedule of the VAT Act. The learned

Counsel continued that the nature of the work performed

by the PSI Agency is such thatthe SameCannot be

rendeed in Bangladesh and that the service of the PSI

Agency can also be not treated to have been rendered in

Bangladesh, that upon referring to clause 7(R of the

PSI order the learned Counsel has submitt that the

said provision clearly shows wherefrom certificate i.e.

CLean report of finding is to be issued and that thee

said provision clearly shows that the work oE PSI gency

s Cone outside Bangladesh and that service oE PSI

gencY can not be rendered in Bangladesh. The learned

sel pon 1eferringto section 2- Information to
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dders, of the tender doCument submits law relating to

imposition of taxes, duties, fees, 1.evies and other

charges would be as on 1 day of October, 1999 andthat
On that date VAT was not levyable on the servicce

rendered by the PST Agency, that provision of section

25B of the Customs Actt has made it mandatorY for Ehe

importer to have their imported goods inspected by PST

Agency before or at the time of shipment of the goods on

board a vessel, aircratt or any other conveyaice arnd

Érom the provision of the said section it is clear that

the goods to be imported into Bangladesh notto be

inspected after the same being imported into Bangladesh,

that the law requires that the goods to be imported is

to be inspected before Or at the time of shipment, that

at the time of signing of the contract the Government

ought to have told the PSL AgenCy that the said Agency

would be required to pay VAT, that Government is

rendering service to the importer through PSI Agency and

charging the importer for Ehe service so rendered by it

to the importer through the PSI Agency and as such VAT

is not Levyable on the servicerendered by the PST

AgencY. The 1earned Counsel upon referring to regulation

17 of TRTORATT, So has submitted that the

proviSion of the said regulation is not contemplated for

PSL Agency. It has also been contended that since PSI

gencY renders service outside Bangladesh, as Such tax

any payable for such service by the said Agency is to

Pa1d where, that no procedure has been provided in



the VAT Act prescribing procedure for the PSI Agency to

pay VAT if anY chargeable on the service renders by it

that considering the relevant provision of law relating

to the service renders by the PSI Agency, the PSI Agency

does not come within the ambit of VAT Act and the Rules

and Regulations framed thereunder, the learned Counsal

upon referring to the provision (71) of clause 5 of the

PSI Order, 1999 has submitted that the provision therein

is not applicable to the PSI Agency which service

renders service outside Bangladesh and that provision of

the said sub-clause relates to the service renders by

the Agent of the PSI Agency to its principle, that the

tende docunent is completely silent as to payment of

VAT On theservice renders by PSI Agency, that by

inserting JTRT to the Ehe nature and

character of the service of the PSI Agency which render

service outside Bangladesh is not changed and as such

can not be charged with VAT. It has also been submitted

that PSI Agent's service does not within theCome

provision oE VAT Act and that as per contract PSI Agency

is not required to pay VAT, that PSI Agency quoted its

comnission and fees for the service to be rendered on

the understanding that vAT was not to be paid for the

services to be rendered by it and that it will be liable

co pay taxes in respect of the service in the 1ight of

ne aw as was on 1.10.1999. The learned Counsel submits

Cnat on 1.10.1999 there was no law, notification, Rule

nstruction as to payment oE VAT and as such NBR wa
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authori Zed tO nake notitication for levying VAT on

the fees or cOmniSSion of the PSI Agency that NBR is

in the background the principle of
estopped Of

promisSory estopple to charge VAT on the fees or

Comnission of the PSI
AgencyY that because of the

agreement SRO subsequent to 25.1.2000 was not applicable

to the PSI Agency for assessment of taxes including vA.T,

that as per contract the PSI Agency was not bound to pay

VAT, Ehat because of the nature and character of the

service and also the place where the service is rendered

bY PSI Agency, the Agency is not required to pay VAT for

the service rendered, that PSI Agency does not render a

single function in Bangladesh to the GoveTnment of

Bangiadesh or the NBR, that the services rendered by the

local Agent stationed in Bangladesh are only ancillary

services fOr the pupose of rendering actual service

Ehat NER at alloutside Bangladesh by PST Agency,

materia1 times knew that VaT is not liable to be levied

for the services rendered by PSI Agency and that for

the service of the PSI Agency therelevying VAT on

and that as SuchTequires appropriate regulations

regulation is absent and that there is also absence of

Rule for realization of VAT £rom PSI Agency, that as per

Article 83 of the Constitution no tax can be levied oz

CoLlected except by o under the authority ot an acE of

Pariiament and that VAT Act does not recognize levy ofE

VAT 1n respect of the service renders by the PSI Agency

ae as such the attempt of NBR to levy VAT against the



ST Agencies is constitutional, that with regard to
he CRF ceztiicate issued by the PS Agency outside

Bangladesh nothingsdone in Bangladesh and that each
and every service isgiven from outside Bangladesh and
as such as per provision of section 3 of the VAT Act
vAT can notbe imposed on PSI Agency for the service
enders by them, that f FZI Was ever neantto

nciude PSI agencies, that PSI Agency is not TRE
since PSZ Agency has been defined in section 2(qg of

he Customs Act and as such the service o the PSI

Agency is a defined service, that there ie no definition

of R PRA in the VAT AcE or in the Customs Act andhas also not been defined by the SR0 dated

8.6.2000 and that had the legislature intend to levy VAT

on the service of the PSI Agency then there would have
been an independent entry in the Schedule of the VAT Act

in respect of PSI Agency, that paragraph 7() of the

Second Schedule of the VAT Act exempt a service provider

shich provides service to the Government from payment of

chat the PSI Agency renders 9ervice to he

Government and as such clearly falls within the category

of servicea an in paragraph 7() of the Second Schedule

of the VAT Act, that there is no scope to co-relate

TORT" as n paragraph 6 of the Second Schedule and

TH ORT as in paragraph 7(3) of the Second Schedule

o he VAT Act that as the PSI Agency renders service

Ggvernent against public money the service falls
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thin the scope of item of
paragraph 7- headingwTTT AT" 0f the second schedule of the VAT Act and as

such no VAT is levyable for the service renders by the
PSI Agency, sincePSI Agency renders service outsice

Bangladesh, that the submission made on behalf Of te
appelant to bring PSI Agency within the scope of VAT is
mis-conceived and against the whole scheme of the vAT

Act, that from the cumulative effect of Sections 4 and 6

of the VAT Act and Sections 25, 25A and 25B of the

Customs Act it iollows that PSI Agency does ot Come

within the definition of "ei4 ARZ" and is not 1iable to

pay VAT because services are rendered before import of

goods in Bangladesh, that according to provision OE

Sections 25 and 79 of the Customs Act duties are levied

when goods come to Bangadesh and as such under Sections

4 and 6 of the VAT ACt, no service is leviable when the

service is given outside Bangladesh, that service oE

relates o an act Of survey oE goods

accumulated for supply within Bangladesh and as such the

word in the SRO dated 8.6.2000 on which appellant placed

reiiance bY its own words negate the perception that the

Gefinition of wETR R cannot include PSI Agency in

that the wellthe ontext of its correct perspective,

that if thereis anysettled principle of law is

ambiguity of interpretation of Fiscal law and if there

s a possibi1ity of more thar one interpretation, then

in such circumstance the interpretation which 18 more
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tto the assessee shall be adopted by
£avourable

the

lourt, and NBR by its ietter dated 1.1.3.2001 mentioned

that 80% 0f the work of the PSI Agency is done outside

Bangladesh and that 20 of the Work done

Bangladesh and thereupon directed the authority to levy

VAT On the 20% of the total servicerenders DY PSI

Agency, but Lateron by the Memo. dated 11.5.2002 the NBR

directed the relevant authorities to realize aT on the

fees or comnission of the PSI Agency and that also to

realize the arrear VAT, that the letter so issued was an

arbitrary one and the was ssued in clearsame

contravention of the specific provision of Section 55 of

the VAT Act, that the demand for VAT has been nade

without issuing statutorY show cause notice and personal

hearing and as such demand of VAT Inade by Ehe Au thoritY

by the Memo. dated 11.5.2002 is illegal and void.

In rep1y the 1earned Counsel for the appellant has

submitted that GtA TREt' with JTRTT was very much the

law on 1.10.1999 i.e. the date mentioned in the tender

document for appointment of PST Agency and that also on

the date of signing of the Contract between 8 February

and 18 February, 2000 entered into by the Government

and the PSI Agency, that in the background of the letter

dated November 21, 1999 i.e. lette of the NBR written

CO the PSI Agenoy on its query as to payment of VAT by

the PSI Agency on the charge, commission or fees to be

for the service to be
received by the PSI Agency

rendered it can ery much be said that the PSI Agency
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bid keeping in mind the question f paynent o
made 1ts

VAT that the wOrd in the VAT Act and the

other related Ru.es Regulations as well as in the Pre

shipment Inspection Order, 1999 is referable to the

goods surveyed and brought into Bangladesh, Sincee

question of payment of charge, fees or comm.ission to the

PST Agency or the service rendered would arise only

when inspected goods reached in Bangladesh and that the

undisputed position is that in case of frustrated cargo

there would be no question of payment of charge, fees or

commi ssion to the PST Agency, that from the Annexure -2

undertaking bY the PI Agency to abide by the Rules and

orders by the Inspection Agencies] to the PSI Order,

1999 it is seen that the said Agency has been engaged

for inspec tion of goods, verification of price and for

issuance of CRF certificate and other related matters

and as such it can not be said that the PSI Agency only

verify the goods and does no other thing. The learned

Additional Attorney General appearing for the appellants

in Civil Appeal1 No.288 of 2003 has submitted that the

service rendered by the PSI Agency is bundle of services

which initially originated in Bangladesh and that for

making the service originated in Bangladesh a complete

One part of the service is rendered outside Bangladesh

arid that since part oE the servies isrendered outside

Bangladesh it can not be said that PSI Agency rendered

3ervice outside Bangladesh and does not render service

submitted its bill for
in Bangladesh, that PSI Agency
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service rendered in Bangadesh in terns of taka and

hat receives payment 1n
Bangladesh in taka with the

mi.on of converti.ng 80% of the payment into foreign
exchange. The earned Counsel as regard interpretation

fiscal aw has referred (1982) 1 Al ER, 867
of to

(Inland Revenue CommissloneS Vs. Berrili and another

wherein it has been observed the modern attitude of the

courts s that the revenue irom taxation is essential to

the running of the state, and that the dutY of the

judiciary is to aid its collection while remaining fair

to the subject".

F'rom Respondents side it was asserted that PSI

AgencY renders service to the Government and as such is

not required to pay VAT. Section 25A of the Customs Act

provides for appointment of Pre-shipment Inspection

Agency ior the purpose of inspection/verification of the

gualitty, quantity, price, description and Customs

classification of any goods and cerfification in the

prescribed manner and that the certificate of the Pre-

shipment Inspection Agency shall be accepted as the

basis for assesSment" of Customs duties and other

levies. It has been submitted by the respondents that

the Pre-shi pment Inspection Agency verify the goods

imported into Bangladesh and that does not survey the

goods The submission that PI Agency does not survey

the goodshas been made by the Respondents inthe

background of the fact that PSI Agency has been

bracketted with the u RRT £or the purpose of 1evying
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7AT On the chages, tees or commission payable to tne

pSI Agency tor the service or services it render. The

appellants contended that the wOrds inspection'

Survey veriiication and verify' convey the same

meaning and in support thereof has placed reliance on

the meaning of the said words in The Oxford Engli sh

Dictionary. One of the meanings of the word inspection'

is careful scrutiny or survey, The word survey amongst

others the act of viewing, examiningmeanS

detail, srecially for specificSomeinspecting,in
purpse. The word veriEy' conveys amongst others: to

test Correc tness ofascertain OL the accuracy Or

(something), specially by examination or by comparison

with known dataa and the word verification' amongst

others means: Ehe action of establishing or testing the

truth or correctness oE a fact, theory, statement, etc.,

by means of special investigation or conparison of data.

The Government as per provision of section 25A of the

Customs Act hires the service of PSI AgencY upon fixing

charge, fees or comnission for ascertaining the quality,

guantity, price, description and customs classification

of the goods to be imported in Bangladesh. The whole

Durpose of having the particular imported goods verified

the PSI Agency is to
inspected or surveyed by

ascertain the quality, quantitY prioce, desCription and

Customs classification as declared by the importer.In

the background of the aforesaid state Of the matter

ardlyY any distinction can be made for the use of the
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verifi ed or
verifi.cation Tveyed

xpre S31on

4ngpected aY goods by th PST Agency. The na ture and
lei.nd of service renders by the PSI Agency is 1imited to

examination Or inspection 0r verification of the

qualitY, quanti ty, price, description and customs

classification of the goods intended to be imported by

particular importer into Bangladesh. The appellants have

gone for charging VAT on the fees or conmission of the

PSI Agency treating the said Agency as R in the

background of adding to the R by the

gazette notification of 1998 in the Schedule of the VAT

Act and the same reads as:

So it is Erom the aforesaid thatseen

individual, anY establishment or any organization when

renders service in respect of any of the matters

mentioned in theTT then charge, fees or commission

of the individual, or the organization is chargeable

with VaT. As stated earlier tnere is no difference as to

words inspection', Survey'Orthe meaning of the

said words conveyverificationa' and verify'. The

examination o£ particular thing or matter to ascertain

the quality, truth of statement or fact etc. of the

same. In the aoresaid state of the matter we are of tne
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iew that the contentiOn of the Respondents that PSI

Agency does not survey goods but verify the goods and as

Such being not 3R the charge, fees or
a

commission of the PSI Agency is not vatable appears to

be not correct. It may be mentioned that the PSI Agency

prior to dropping its bid made an inquiry from the NBR

whethex the service that would be rendered by the 2SI

Agency would be vatable. In reply to that the NBR by its

later dated November 21, 1999.e. before the date of

signing of the agreement specifically mentioned in the

said letter addressed to the PSI Agency that 15% VAT

applicable on the charge, commission or fees received by

the PSI Agency fo the service/ services rendered as per

VAT Act, 1991. Keeping the information as obtained from

the NBR the PSI Agency dropped its bid and signed the

agreement for rendering the service of PSI Agency. In

the afore state of the matter the contention of the

Respondents that at the time of signing of Ehe contract

PSI Agency was not told or that Ehere was no information

to the PSI Agency that fees that would be charged by the

Agency for the service rendered would be vatable is not

correct. We are of the view since the PSI AgencY having

had signed the agreement with the knowledge that chargee

ees or commission whatever PSI Agency would charge EOr

the service rendered by it would be vatable, the NBR in

nstructing the concerned authority to realize VAT Eromn

the PSI Agency has committed no wrong and that action of

be considered wrOng OT
the appellants can not



unsus1stainable. Lt aS been argued by the
appellants that

sinc R Or or that matter PSI Agency is not one

of the organizat1ons as exempted in the Second Schedule

from payment of VAT, charge, ees Or comuni ssion of the

PSI Agency for the services itrender isvery auch
chargeable With VAT and 1n that respect the learned

Counsel for the appelants has referred to the clause

(kha) of paragraph 6 oE the Second Schedule. As against

that the Learned Counsel for the Respondents upon

referring to clause() of paragraph 7 in the Second

Schedule of the VAT Act has submitted that service of

Ehe PST Agency is not vatable since PSI Agency renders

service to the Government. It may be mentioned as per

proviSion of section 25A of the Customs Act that the

matter relating to verification or inspection or survey

of the quality, quantity, price, description and customs

Classi £ication of any importable goods would be obtained

on payment of iees, charge or ComniSsion through the

service of PSI Agency. Since PSI Agency renders service

to the Government in lieu of charge, fees Or commission,

hence as per provision of. VAT Act service of such Agencey

that charge,fees or
is vatable. t can not be said

Commission of the PSI Agency is not chargeable with VAT

rendered to the
service renders issincethe sO

Covernment.It is not correct to say that the service as

renders by the PSI Agencies is in fact service rendered

since Government gets the act of

by the Government

1nspetion of imported goods done on payment Of fees or
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mnission to PSI Agency. The admitted position is that

EO the purpose as
contemplates by the

provision of

section 25A of the Customs Act the Government has

appointed the PSI Agency and as such it cannot be said

that the kind of services as are being rendered by PST

Agency is being rendered by the Government in that

services obtained by the Government through a
contractOr

Or through Agent can in no way be considered that the

service so rendered by the contractors or Agency has

been rendered by the Government. As stated hereinbefore

that the PSI Agency having had the information from the

NBR that their service would be charged with 15% VAT

uner the VAT Act dropped its bid and that its bid

having been accepted by the Government, the Agency

entered into an agreement. It is evidenat in the

background o£ the imformation obtained as to payment of

VAT the PSI Agency quoted the charge, fees or commission

£or the service renders by it in its bid. In clause 4 of

the agreement there is specific mention that all income

and profits of the PSI Agency accrued or derived by it

under the contract shall be subject to all local taxes

inciuding VAT. It has been submitted on behalf of the

Respondents that in the VAT Act there is no mention of

PSE service 1ike the entries of the kind of services or

things chargeable with VAT and as such NBR by addinng

(explanation) Ehe entries in theto one of

Schedule of the VAT Act is not authorized to charge vA

On the charge, fees or comnission of the PSI Agency and



hat there having had
absence of PST Agency intheschedule of the VAT Act the Governnent 1ateron insetedPSI Agency in the Schedule as

vatable
organization. IEmay be mentioned that under section 3(5) (Rha) the BRis quite competent toadd

RURST to a
particularin the schedule

through Cazette notification.
was very much in the Schedule of the vAT Act ron its
very day of

legislation and that in 1998 by the Finance
Act of 1998 URUT was added tothe rR RT and thesoinserted clearly shows that an

organization or

estabiishnent engaged in the survey of importable goods
would have to pay VAT £or fees or commission received
for the services rendered by it. Thus it is not correct

to say that there was no law to charge VAT on the

charge, fees or commission of the PSI Agency. Although
there was provision in the VAT Act for levying VAT on

the charge, fees or commission of the PSI Agency but to

thing explicit lateron service of the PSI
make the

Agency was entered in the schedule in the category o

the services o things 1iable to be charged wi th VA.

The Government made the position clear by new enactment

Ehat service o the PSI Agency is vatable.

aiready been mentioned that in fact since 1998 there was

Provision in the VAT Act for levying VA on the charge

fees or comnission of the organization that performs the

Tunction as contemplated by section 25A (2) o the

Customs Act
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It ha been argued by the 1earned Counsels o£ the

Respondents that appellant has not taken exception to

the vital finding of the High Court Division and as such

has also not obtained leave as regard the said Einding

and decision. In elaborating the aforesaid contention it

has been submitted that High Court Division has held

that PSI Agency renders service outside the territory of

Bangladesh and that service if any renders by its

representative within Bangladesh the Sane

undetermined, that the Revenue (BR) has not by any

Gazette Notification declared that PSI 2gency'3 service

is vatable service and that legislative policy and

device requires the Revenue as per sub-section 5 ofE

Section 3 of the VAT Act to make Gazette Notification

declaring the goods vatable and the services vatable and

tha on the basis of unguided legislation the Revenue is

not authorized to charge the service of PSI Agency with

VAT only on the ground that seIvice renders by the PST

Agency is not in the exclusionary second Schedule" oE

the VAT Act.

Leave was granted amongst others to consider the

contention that the services rendered by the PSI Agency

as Survey Agency is liable to be charged with vAT under

Ehe service Code s020.00 of the AT Act 1991 and in Ehe

acts and circumstances of the case, the High Court

Division erroneously held otherwise and thereby made the

Rule absolute i1legally and that in paragraph 5 of the

Second Schedule u R having been clearlY ndicated
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1iable to VAT and aS Suchit was not neces sary for

the NBR to 1ssue Gazette Noti fication to include PSI

Agency as an agencY Or organization 1iable to VAT and as

such the High Court Division was Wrong in holding

otherwi.se.

From the aforesaid contention of the appellants

upon which leave was granted, it is very nuch seen that

the view expressed, observations nade and the finding

arrived at by the High Court Division that there was rno

Gazette Notification by the Revenue mentioning the

service of the PSI Agency vatable and that the Revenue

nas charged the VAT on the charge, fees and comniss ion

oE the PSI Agency on unguided legislation and that the

service of PSI Agency and its representativethe

Eunctioning within the terri tory of Bangladesh are

undeternined were challenged. The High Court Division,

in our view, was not correct in holding that the service

of the PSI Agency rendered outside the territory of

Bangladesh and the service rendered Ehe

representative of the PSI Agency within the territory of

Bangladesh is not a single transaction but different

transactions by different Agencies or that by the two

separate functionaries of the same Organization in that

in fact the service renders by the PSI Agency is a

Single transaction which is initiated in Bangladesh and

Ehat to give finality to the service renders by the PSI

importable intoAgencY i.e.inspection of the goods

Bangladesh, part of the service of the PS Agency is
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Aone outside the territory o£ Bangladesh and tthen a

regard the result of the inspection certi£icateis

ssued and hen te sane is deposi.ted in Bangladesh with

Ehe elevant authority and thereupon the PST Agency

submits its bill for the service rendered insO

Bangladesh in Taka amnount, 80% whereof is convertible

into foreign currency. The other observation of the High

Court Division that PSI AgencY renders service to the

Government and as such their sevice is not vatable aiso

not correct since PSI Agency being appointed by Ehe

Government to do certain works in connection with

importable goods i.e. inspection of the goods which is

imported into Bangladesh and the PSI Agency renders its

service in 1ieu of fees or commission. The service so

renders by the PSI Agency is vatable sinceas per

provision of VAT Act PsI Agency is an Organization under

the service code S020.00. It is not correct to say that

PSI Agency, which has been treated as an organization or

agency under the service Code s020.00 is not required to

pay VAT Since it renders service to the Government as

under the VAT Act particular Agencybecause

organization rendering service to the Government or any

other body is to pay VAT or not has been specified in

the Schedule to the VAT Act and that PSI Agency being

not one of the 0rganizations which have been exempted

VAT as nentioned in the Second
rom payment of the

Schedule of the VAT Act, the same is to pay VAT. It has

been submitted by the RespondentsSince
there is no
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eazette NotiEication by the Revenue that service of the

PSI Agency is vatable, the NERi1legally made the

decision that PSI Agency would be required to pay VAT

£or the service sane renders. The submission so made is

not tenabie in Law as in clause (3) of paragraph 6 of

the Second Schedule it has been mentioned that the

service renders by is not exempted ExOm

payment of VaT and as such there was no necessity of

separate notification for inclusion oE the service of

the PST Agency in VAT net as kind of service renders by

the
TRZ is of the category of service renders by

the PSI AgencyY and hence there was no separate

notification signifying service of PSI Agency is

vatable. It may be mentioned on the date on which tender

documents were made availab1le to the intending bidders

seeking appointment of PSI Agency and that the date

nentioned in the tender document as regard application

of law relating to payment of taxes duties, fees,

levies and other charges and that on the date when querY

was made by PSI Agency as to whether charge, fees or

commission of the PSI Agency would be chargeable wi th

VAT and the reply made thereto by the Revenue and tha

on the day of signing of the agreement between the

Government and the PSI Agency relating to renderingo
service by the PSI Agency UST to Ehe 9 TR was

very much part of the VAT Act. From the reading oE the

1331 to the 7 it is clear that the service
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aders by the PSI Agency was very much vatab.e. It can

i th certainty be assumed the PSI Agency having had the

notice of the JJ to the T RU to make itsel1f

sure about the payment of VAT in respect of the service

renders by it sought for information from the Revenue by

the letter dated November 21, 1999 and the Revenue

replied in the positive, that service of the PSI Agency

would be charged with VAT 15% the chargeon

commission or fees received by the PSI Agency for the

service renders by it. The learned Counsels for the

Respondents also contended that the letter dated MaY 11,

2002 cancelling the letter dated March 11, 2001 of the

Revenue communicating to the relevant authority that the

VAT would be charged on the 20% service of the PSI

Agency rendered within the territory of Bangladesh and

thereupon making ot the decision to levy VAT on the

entire amount ot the charge, Eees or comnission receives

by the PSI Agency £or the service renders is arbitrary,

as the said decision was made considering the service of

the PSI Agency 1ike that of the service of

under service Code S020.00. It appears the Revenue was

in uncertainty whi.le writi.ng the letter dated 11.3.2001

and that when exception was taken by the PST Agency to

the at contemplated in the letter dated 11.3.2001 the

Revenue kept in abeyance the decision communicated by

the aforesaid letter and directed the authority to make

payment upon taking undertaking from the PST Agency that

n case decision is made that service of the PSI Agency



ehägeable with VAT n that
amountdueOneunt o VA wOud be realied from the commi ssion ortoes otthG

PStAgency The
PS1AgencY upon givingundertaking to paY the VAT f tinal. decision is madethat 3ervica ofhe PST AgencY s

vatab l.e received
payment to the orvi.co rendered by it. The Revenue
axamined th matter and Einally made the decision that
Ssarvice of the PSI Agency is vatable 1ike that of tte
servica renders by the RI under the service cocde

S020.00. Ln our viaw it said that theCan not be

cancellation of the letterdatedd 11.3.2001 theand

letter dated 21.2.2001 whereby authorities were directed

to make payment to the PSI Agency till taking of final

decision as regard payment of VAT bY the PSI Agency upon

obtaining undertaking Erom the PSI AgencyY that in case

of final decision that services of the PSI Agency are

would be realized the chargevatablLe then VAT on

COmmission or fees to be paid to the PSI Agency for

rendering services by the said Agency and that finally

making of decision that service of PSI Agency is vatable

the fact that the PSIare not arbitrary because of

U1RT to the U R'Agency keeping in view the

inserted in 1998 i.e. long before the floating of the

tender for he appointment of the PSI Agency and Signing

O the agreement between the Government and the PSI

AgencY or rendering service as per prOvision of PSI

Order 1999 and also the information obtained from the

Kevenue, the PS Agency entered into the agreement for
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edering serviceS Lt has been
submitted on behalf ofhe Respondents s1ncethere is no speci£ic 1egislation

Eor Levying VAT O the services of the PSI Agency the
NBR by adding 13T to a certain

organization already

mentioned in the Schedule of the VAT 2.ct and consequent

thereupon expanding the periphery of the VAT Act is not

authorized to charge the service of the PSI Agency with

VAT and that the said action o£ the PSI Agency is clear

violation of the provision of Article 83 of the

Constitution since no tax or duties can be Levied or

collected by an Organization except by or under the

authority o£ Act of Parliament". The subnissions so nade

is not legally sound since there has been already 1aw in

the VAT Act i.e. TNIT added to the 7RET in the

Schedule of the VAT Act very much authorizing the

Revenue to charge VAT in respect of the fees

commnission of the PSI Agency receives for the services

rendered by the PSI Agency. The other contention that

there is no guideline for the Revenue to determine the

amount of VAT on the comnission or fees receives by the

PST Agency for the services rendered by it is also not

well founded since by the letter dated November 21, 1999

the Revenue informed the PSI Agency that 15% VAT is

applicable on the charge, commi.ssion or fees received by

Inthe PST Agency for the ervices rendered by it.

section 3 of the VAT Act also there is specific mention

of percentage of£ VAT on the specified services excepting

he services znentioned in the Second Schedule to the VAT



ActThe
conttention that the

contract
signed between Ehe

parties 1.e.
Government of

Bangladesh and the PSI
Agency

does not show that VAT would be
payable by the PSI

AgencY for the
services

rendered by it or in other words
from the

contract it is seen that PSI
Agency shall not

be
required to pay VAT in

respect of the
charge, fees orcommission received by the PSI Agency for the servicesrendered by it is not

legally sustainable since nclause 4 Taxation) oE the contract signed between the
Government and the PSI Agency there is

stipulation thatthe incomne and protitS of the SI Agency accrued or
derived" by the PSI Agency under the contract shali be
subject to all local taxes including Value Added Tax and
that because of the information obtained by the PsI

Agency before signing the contract through its letter
dated November 21., 1999 and the reply made thereto by
the Revenue on November 21, 1999. It is seen irom the

in the letter dated November 21, 1999
noting made

written by the PSI Agency to the Revenue (Annexure-1 in

the affidavit-in-oppOsition of the writ-Respondent Nos.1

book of Civil Appeal
and 2 at page 163 of the paper

No.287 of 2003), that decision was made by the authority

prior to the writing of the letter on November 21, 1999

bY the PSI Agency to the Revenue to the effectthat

Thevatable.PSI would bethe AgencYservices of

Respondents tried to take the service oE the PSI Agency

Out oE Ehe net of the VAT upon referring to cause ()

OT paragraph 7 oE the Second Schedule to the vAT Act
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aontend1ng that thePSI hgenay rendered serviice tohe
GoverTment and a5 uch not Vatable, The contention so

made a of TIO RGrit sá.nce the nature and ind of

services rendered by thePET hgency answer to the ind

of ervi.ce renders by the Survey hgency under the

code S020.00 i.n the schedule of the VHT Lct and that the

CTVico of the "4 KU has been ezc1uded £ron the

category of the service ezenpted from payment of VAT as

mentioned i.n the Second Schedule. The contention that

Ehe PSI hgency rendered services to the Government is

also not wel.l 1ounded since it is seen Erom che

provis ion of the section 25A of the Customs Act that

Provision has been made with regard the services those

are to be required to be perforned by the Pre-shipment

Inspection Agency and that those would be obtained upon

appointment of the said Agency. The Government does the

Same thing as in the case ot other seIvices received by

it in different fields. In those cases unless there is

exemption Government charges VAT. As has already been

mentioned that services render by the Z as wel1

as by the other Organizations and Agencies in the

background of the JRIt to the said 9R TRET as is

va table or in other words has not been excluded fron Ehe

1.ike the AgencY or Organization as
paymernt of VAT

nentioned in the Second Schedule to the VAT AcE and that

as the services off PSI Agency falls in the categOry of

one o the services mentioned in theURT to the



and thus being
vatable, the

Revenue quite
1egally

de the
decisioTL to .evy VAT on the

charge,
comnission

Or Eees received by the PST
Agency for the servicesrendered by it. The Revenue has added the 1R51 toTR in the 1ight oE the

provisi.on of the VAT 2ct and asSuchthe UTST inserted to the 4 R Was quite1egal and thus charging of VAT in respect of the
services which come within any one of the kinds of£

services mentioned therein is quite legal.

It has been submitted by the 1earned Counsels of
Ehe Respondents that reading the provision in paragraph
7() Second Schedule in the VAT A.ct and the

definition of the Pre-shipment Inspection Agency

given in section 2(gg) of the Customs Act it becomes

evident tha.t the PSI Agency acts for Government and as

such the service rendered bY the PSI Agency is not

chargeable with VAT. It is seen from section 2 (qg) that

PSI Agency neans a per3on appointed under section 25A of

the Customs Act as a Pre-shipment Inspection Agency and

therepresentative of that person. Fromincludes a

provision oE section 25A of the Customs Act as stated

hereinbefore it is seen that the Government for getting

the services required to be perfozmed in connection with

the goods to be inported into Bangladesh would get the

Said services performed through certain Agency and that

the said Agency is Pre-shipment Inspection Agency. There

is noEhing in the provision of section 25Aof the
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Customs Act that it is the Government itseLf Would

peperforn the servces as mentioned in the said section in

respect oi the importable goods. That for having the

things as mentioned in section 25A(2) of the Customs 2ct

get done GOvernment appointed PST Agency and the ?SI

AgencyY does the things mention in section 25A (2) of the

CustOms Act in exchange of fees or Commission. that

State of the matter we are of the view that the services

rendered by PSI Agency in connection with the goods

Lnported into Bangladesh is the services of the Agency

itselE and the said work of the PSI Agency is not the

WOrk oE the Government. The services of the PSI Agencyy

1S the service o an Organization from whom service

Would be received byY the Government on payment of fees

Or commission for the service so rendered and as regard

that provision has been made in the VAT Act and that

there was also stipulation in the contract that the

service tO be rendered by the PST Agency would be

vatable and that the PS1 AgencY prior to ent 1ng into

contract got the position cleared as to payment of VAT

on the charge commission or fees received by the PSI

Agency for the serv: e to be rendered by it. The other

Contention of the RespondentS that reading the IT to

G7 RI as inserted by the Finance Act, 1998 and the

definition of the Pre-shipment Inspection Agency as

given in section 2 (gg) of the Customs Act it will be

seen that the same are inconsistent. The contention so

made in our view is of no merit since definition as
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iyen in section 2(gg of the Customs Act is to be read

with the provision ot section 25A Of the said Act and

that when the provisin of section 25A of the Customs

Act is read keeping in view the JRST to o1417iR it

will be thatseen the person, estab1ishnent Or

Organization wh1le renders service in respect of One Or

the categorY of the matters mentioned in the 1I then

the ald person, agency or organization very nuch coInes

within net of VAT and the category ot the services

rendered by the PSI Agency as mentioned in section 254

Of tne CustomS Act is one of the Category f matters 1
the TRT and the definition in section 2 (gq)

ot the Customs Act are not inconsistant. It has also

been contended from the side of the Respond ents that

even i£ for argument's sake it is taken that the service

rendered by the PSI AgencY ery much Comess 11 the

category of the services rendered in connection with the

matters mentioned in the R to 0 RY even then

the services rendered by Ehe PSI Agency are not vatable

since the PSI Agency rendered its service in connection

with the goods imported into Bangladesh in foreign

territory. The contention so made is not well founded in

that the service of the PSI Agency starts in Bangladesh

as 1S seen from the provision of PSI Order 1999 and

Cnen tor the purpose of completenesS Of Ehe work PSI

the said agency after
Agency required to perform,

Lnitiating .ts function for the performance whereof said
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Agency has been
appointed, the PSI

Agency goes to the
Eoreign territory and peiorms the

remaining part of thework there since it is the
requirement of the law that

the goods are to be verified/ surveyed inspected
before shipment for

importing into Bangladesh and upon

doing part of the services in the foreign territory the

PSI Agency submits its certificate, i.e. when the work

undertaken by the PSI Agency is completed, in Bangladesh

tothe prescribed authority. It may be mentioned PSI

AgencY while participating in the bid being quite aware

of the nature of the work it would be required tob

perform made inquiry from the NBR whether services to be

rendered bY them would be vatable and that the NER nade

the reply in the aiiirmative i.e. the services of the

P.SI Agency would be Liable to charge with VAT at the

rate of 153 and having had same known to the PSI Agency,

the Agency droPped its bid and then signed the contract

with the Government oE Bangladesh to render the services

of the PSI Agency as in the contract. In that state of

the matter we are of the view the services rendered by

the PSI Agency can not be said to have been rendered

outside Bangladesh territory and that the service so

endered by the PSI Agency was not vatable. The

that TRAT renders its service inContention

relation to goods within the territorY of Bangladesh is

also not well founded since 1t 1s seen from the UT

to A TRRT as in the Schedule of Ehe VAT Act that

therein rendered byY a person,services lentioned
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estabLishnent
Organizationn is

vatable Servicesrenders bYPSI Agency Ln
connection with the

matterswhen considered in the light o the
provision of section25A 0E the Custons Act then it is seen that the services

rende by PSI
Agency may also be related to the matteres

outside
Bangiadesh territory. The composite service of

PST
Agencey comprises service inside

sideand out

Bangladesh and there is no scope for
segregating one

part irom the other as in that case
completeness of the

service renders by PSI Agency would be non-existent. The

contention on behalf of the. Respondents that service of

PSI AgencyY comes within categOry Of serviceor
organization nentioned in clause'of paragraph 7 of

the Second Schedule of the VAT Act is not well founded

since service of the PsI Agency is not of the service of

organizations as mentioned in the said clause, reather

service renders by PSI Agency comes within the category

UIt to and inof services mentioned in

N ART has been madeparagraph 6 service ofthe

vatable or in other words has been tacen out from the

1ist of the person or category oE the Organizatior

already beenexempted rom payment of VAT It has

mentioned that services rendered by PSI Agency is very

much of the category of the services which has been made

vatable by the VAT Act in the background of the kind of

B R Thethe services mentioned in the UR to

contention of the Respondents Ehat because of the natur



of the services rendered by PSI
Agency as the same cannot be rendered in

Bangladesh and for that as it can notbe considered that PST Agency renders its service i
Bangladesh, the NBR was wrong in making decision for
1evying VAT Oon the service of the PSI Agency e is net
wholly correct to say that no part of the service of Psst

Agency is rendered in Bangladesh since PSI Agency
Lnitiates its service in Bangladesh at the Eirst and
then £or the completion of the work so initiated in

Bangladesh some portion is also done in the area outside

Bangladesh and that inally PSI Agency subnits

certificate as to the completion of its work in

Bangladesh to the prescribed authority. In that state of

the matter it is not corect to say that PSI Agency do

not render service in Bangladesh. Moreover prio to the

signing of the agreement between the Government and the

PST Ageney, the PST Agency got the matter cleared rom

che competent authoritr as to whether the service that

would be rendered by it would be vatable and that zeply

Erom the authority, rom whom information was aought

was in the afEirmative and keeping that vezy much in

ind PSI Agency signed the agreement incorporating the

taxation natter. The contention that before aigning o

the agreement by the PSI AgencY 1 hould have been

informed that service that wOuld be readered by it would

be vatable does not reflect Eactua.y correct state

thematter, i thatin replY to tha PSI gency's letter

dated November 21 1999 the NBR informed the PSI Agency



that the
charge

commission or fees that would be
received by the PSI

Agency for the
services

rendered
would be

charged with 15% VAT as per
provision of the

VAT Act. It is not
correct to say that the PSI

Agencykeeping in mind that they would be
governed by the lawas on

1.10.1999 and in that
background they assessed itsexpenses and submitted bid in that by the letter datedNovember 21, 1999 PSI Agency sought for information romthe NBR whether the service as would be rendered by it

wouldbe
chargeable with VAT and in reply to that theNBR informed the PSI Agency that its services would be

charged with 15% VAT as per provision of VAT Act, 1991.
It has been contended from the

Respondents side
that TRTS service is limited to the goods which
are imported into Bangladesh and on the contrary the
service of the PSI Agency relates to the goods to be
imported into Bangladesh and as such as service renders
by the PSI Agency is not rendered in Bangladesh, the
service so rendered is not vatable. The contention so

made is not correct in that PST Agency renders services

in respect of the goods intended to be imported into

that in the absence of inspection of
Bangladesh and

goodsto be imported into Bangladesh there is ne

occasion for the PsI Agency to render any service and to

claim fees, but the scheme of the PsI Agency is Eoz

verification or inspection of the goods for the import

whereof L.C. is opened and for no other Purpose, as such

the contention that PSI Agency's service is not rendered
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to any T goods is not tenable in the
backgroundof the purpose tor which PSI Agencies are

appointed. It
may be mentioned that the certificate issued by the PST

AgencY on
i.nspection of the goods to be imported into

Bangladesh becomes effective when the goods reaches it.s

destination i.e.it brought within the territory of

Bangadesh and in case the goods inspected but to any

eason was not brought into the territory of Bangladesh

L that case certificate prepared in connection wi th the

Lnspection of the goods for which I.C. was opened and

that submitted with the prescribed authori.ty is of no

purpose for the PSI A.gency for charging fees or

Commission. In that state of the matter the contention

as have been made from the side of the appellant thatE

the service of the PST Agency is very nuch vatable

appears to be sound and meaningful. It is also the

contention of the Respondents that there is ambiguity as

to charging of VAT as regard fees or commission of the

PSI Agency with VAT and as such because of the accepted

principle of law that in case of ambiguity in the fisca1

law then interpretation of the Fiscal law which is more

favourable to the citizen, who has been charge with the

taxes, is adopted by the Court. There is no reason to

take a different view to the settled principle of law

that in case of ambigui.ty in the Fiscal law the benefit

would go to the citizen or in other words where there is

doubt aboutcharging citizen with the tax then the

benefit of doubt should be in favour ot the citizen. But
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in the instant case in the background of the materials
on record as well as the circumstances as discussed

hereinbefore there is no ambiguity that the service of

the PSI Agency was vatable and that PsI Agency because

of the letter of the NBR dated November 21, 1999 written

in reply tothe letter of the PSI Agency seeking

infornation as to whethez services that would

Tendered by the Agency would be vatable the Agency

entered into contract with the Bangladesh Governnent for

endering services in connection with the goods to be

imported into Bangl adesh. The NBR in its etter dated

November 21, 1999 categorically stated while replying

Ehe letter of the PSI Agency dated November 21, 1999

that the service that would be rendered by the Agency

would be charged with 15% VAT as per provision of the

VAT Act.

The gquestion that calls for consideration in the

appeals whether service of PSI Agency can be considered

as of the category OE Services rende by eR 7RT in

the context of the URUT to that and thus charge, fees

or commission receives by PSI Agency is charge able with

15% VAT as decided by the NBR and comunicated to the

relevant authority for deducting the VAT Erom Ehe

charge commission or ees of the PSI Agency.

Respondencs upon referring to the words used in the

contract i.e. the service of the PSI Agency would be in

respect cf verification and certification of quality,

quantity, description, H.S. Code classification and



valuation
goodsprior to their shipment for

importation into
Eangladesh" has submitted that the PSI

Agency veriËy the goods and do not survey the goods as
contended by the appellant and as such as the goad to
be imported into

Bangladesh are not surveyed by the PSI
Agency their services are not vatable. t is seen rom
the

appendix-F (under taking by PSI to abide by the
Rules and orders) that the PSI Agency would conduct the
activities

relating to the inspection of goods,
verification of price, issuance of CRF certificates and
all other matters connected therewith

Though in section 25A of the Customs Act it has been

mentioned that PSI Agency would verify the qualitY
quantity, price, description and customs classification

of any goods and that in the contract it has been

mentioned that PSI Agency would rende 3ervice

verification and certification of the quality, quantity

description, H.S. code classification and valuation of

goods and that also in Clause (c) ot terns of zeference

in section 5 of the tender docunent (P-107 of the paper

book o£ Civil Appeal No.287 of 2003) there is mention of

as mentioned earlier inthe word inspectionthe

Annexure-F there is also mention of the word inspection

i.e.it isseen that in fact the parties to the contract

was very much aware that the wOrdsverification and

verify arealso referable to the word inspection or in

other words thework of the PSI Agency sto inspect or

to verify the guality guantity, description, H.S. code
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classi£ication valuation of goods mentiored

hereinbefore. The word 'survey' as in The Oxford English

Dictionary the act of viewing,means exanining Or

inspecting in detai1 specially for specificSOme

purpose, verification' means the action of establishing

or testing the truth or correctness OE a fact, theory,

statement etc. by means of special investigation or

Comparison of data, verify' means ascertaining the

accuracy or Correc tness of something and the word

inspection' amongst other neans careful sCIutiny or

survey. So the words verification', verify', survey

and inspection' convey the me aning of ascertainment of

the correc tness of a fact. The whole Eunction of the PSI

Agency as in section 25A of the Custons Act and in the

contract document is ascertainment Of the correctness of

the statement made bY the lmporter in respect of the

goodsto be imported, particularly as to quality,

quantitty, price, desCription, H.S. code classification

or in other words customs classification of any goods as

well as valuation. The custons authority has made the

decision to charge VAT @15% on the service rendered by

the PSI Agency considering the service of the PSI Agency

of the nature of service of the rf TRYT andas

particularly in the background of the theto

TT R So keeping in mind the service rendered by

the PSI Agency as in section 25A OF the Customs Act and

in the contract document and the services nentioned in



the K to the faRT it is seen that since the
category of sevices mentioned in the KRT to
RTand the services which the PSI Agency were requized
to render in the light of the agreement entered into by
the

Government and the PSI Agency as wel as as p
provision oE section 25A of the Customs Act we are
the view that the services of the PsI Agency 1s vat
Ln our view one's service of an

Organization comes in
One oE the

category of services mentioned in the33T1
to TRT in the Schedule of the VAT Act the services
rendered by such

Organization whose services fal in one
of the category of the services mentioned in the TJ
to RI'is

chargeable with VAT and as services of
the PSI Agency fall in one of the category of sevices
mentioned in the TIUT to RT in the Schedule of
the VAT Act as such PSI Agency sto pay VAT 15 as in
section 3 of the VAT Act, in respect oE the charge ees
or comni ssion received by PS AgencY for the services
rendered by it. It is pertinent to mention since on the
date of signing of the contract between the PSI Agency
and the Government AR with the 3URT was the
law of the 1and, (on 1.10.1999 TT RT with SST was
also the 1aw of the land), as such he services of the

PSI Agencies are vatable. In the background of the

discussions since service of the PSI Agency falls in one

of the category of services mentioned in the UJTto
ST TRT and the provision as in section 3 of the VATr
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Act imp1ies nat the services of the1RZT vatable
at the time of tho signing of the Contract, we are of
the opinion the services of the PST Agency is vatable.
It was also the contention of the Respondents that a
the PsI Agency renders services out ide Bangladesh and
as such se.ce of the saidTR is not vatable. The
contention so made is of no merit since the performance
of the category o£ services to be rendered by the PSI

Agency a provision of section 25A of the Customs

Act as weli as Contract signed between the
as per

Government and the PSI Agency starts witth verificat1on

of L.C and other papers withi the territory of

Bangladesh and that ends with the reaching of he
certificate issued by the PSI Agency at custons house.

On beha. he Respondeats it has been emphatically

argued that PSI Agency rendered service to the

Government and aS such in the background of the entries

made in clause of paragraph 7of the Second Schedulea

of the VAT ct the services of the PSI Agency is not

vatable. The said submission 1s not correct in that

services rendered by the PSI Agency as faLL in one of

the Category of serices mentione 22 the UTIT

T RT and that because of the entries in paragraph 5

of the Secon Schedule of the VAT Act as the services of

the t TR is vatable, the services of the PSI Agency

is also vatable. The High Court Division in our view was

thereis n Gazettenot correct in holding that as
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notification to the effect that the services of the PSI

Agency s vatable 3ince there Was no necessi ty

Gazette Notification as service of the PSI Agency falls

n one ot the category of the services mentioned in the

97s1 R and that services render by the

Er1RNT has not bean excluded from the payment of VAT

as seen from the clauses () and () in paragraph 6 of

the Sacond Schedule of the VAT Act. It has been arguedd

in the 1ight of the lette dated 11.3.2001,

communicating decision of the authority to the concerned

ofEices that 15% VAT on the 20% service of the PSI

Agency woul.d be charged, letter dated 21.5.2001 written
to the relevant authorities including the PSI Agency

that the decision comnunicatedby the letter dated

11.3.2001 has been kept in abeyance and that payment may

be nade the PSI Agency upon obtaining undertaking

from the said Agency that in case of decision in the

affirma tive i.e. services ot the PSI Agency would be

vatable, in that case VAT that has fallen due would be

recovered from the charge, fees or comnission of the PSI

Agency and the letter dated 11.5.2002 cancelling the

aforementioned 2 letters and communicatig the decision

of charging the service of the PSI Agency with VAT, that

the aforesaid actions of the NBR was arbitrary and there

is no logic in making the decision that service of the

PSI Agency is chargeable wi th VAT.

that the letter dated 1l.3.2001 wasIt appears

NBR being quitethe personnel of the
written by



urnindful of the 1aw and the tacts and circums tances in

the background whereot PST Agency Signed the Cont:act

with the Government for rendering PSI erviCes and as

Such the PSI Agency can not take advantage of the said

etter. Mo eover there was no occasion for dividing the

Service of the PSI Agency as seen rom the letter dated

11.3.2001 since the of the PSI Agency isservice

Singie tra11saction i.e. rendering of serviCe by the PSI

AgencY starts with the inspection of LC and other papers
and that ends when the certificate issued by the PSI

AgencY S reaching Customs house. It is pertinentto
mention that PSI Agency submitted the bid being fuily
aware of the nature of the service it would be required
to render and that the service whi.ch it woul.d render
would be vatable at 15% because of the law which was in

operation when the tender was Eloated and the contract
was signed and that prior to the s1gning of the contract
the PSI Agency inguired of the NBR by the letter dated

November 21 1999 and the NBR replied to the said letter
by the letter dated 21.11.1999 specifically mentioning
that the service oE the PSI Agency or in other words

charge, con�ni ssion or fees that wOul.d be received by the

PSI Agency would be charged with 15% VAT. The NBR by the

said very 1etter directed the PSI Agency to contract the

Income Ta Wing as regad the i.ncome tax inatter. his

being the position the contention that the PSI Agency

told that their services would bewas not eariier

The PSI Agency signed theCOrrect.vatable iS not



contract with the Governnent to render service keepng

very much in mind that the charge, Fees or commission

Ehat would be received by it as against the service that

would be rendered would be charged with Var at 153.

of che discussions adeIn the background

hereinbefore we find merit in the appeals.

ayAccordingly the appeals are allowed without

order as to cost.

J.

3.
The1 November,200s
Hebdi HasanB.R/1Words 20.281


